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General Items
Section Items:
Alpine Meadows:
The #1 well at Alpine Meadows have gradually improved from 1.85 gallons/minute to 6.90 gallons per
minute and we finally have a chance to reduce our hauling of water to CP tank.
Coyote Park-HQ:
HQ developed several leaks from a previous repaired areas due to movement of saturated soils even
with force blocks in place. The problem is from extremely high main line pressures and underlining
clay soil layer that does not allow ground water to penetrate and the water then saturates the soil
around the pipes and the pipes move. At the T location, 2 steel pipes were driven against the T and
then 3 each 36 inch diameter boulders were placed behind the pipes to prevent movement. A load of
dry gravel replaced the saturated soil during backfill. In the other location at the 90 degree elbow, 2
each 45 degree joints replaced the 90 degree joint and 2 steel pipes were place against each joint and
the 2 joints were then tied together with a wire cable, then all the joints were encased in concrete. CP
tank and HQ pump house have a continuing problem with radio communications to transfer water.
New radios have been installed as well as new wiring to eliminate communication problems, except
the problem still exists. The only thing left to investigate is the antenna system and any obstructions or
interference issues. Clint Brooks has offered a selection of different antennas to try and solve the
problem. Having to manually operate the pumps at HQ to supply water to CP tank and avoid additional
water hauling.
Ponderosa Hills:
The main line to the cistern developed a leak and is in the process of being repaired on the day of
this meeting.
ELK RIDGE:

Water supply is still being supplied by a temporary tank this past winter and completion of the tank
project is estimate to be finish the end of May. Moisture inside the building is currently holding up the
compaction of the tank pads.
System Items:
Storage Tank Rule compliance is underway.
Although the water company is still looking at replacing the pond at Alpine Meadows next year, I
currently have Alan Plummer engineering looking at a product I came across that may be use to
soften water for our Chlorine solutions that does not require a discharge or salt which would eliminate
the pond or any other containment structure altogether.
All system operating records and State correspondence are being handled by Tom Peterson and is
now the Operator in Responsible Charge (ORC). The 2020 Monitoring Schedule is now in effect as
well as a special sampling for fire foam contamination that is being administered by the state at no
cost to the water company.
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Completed Items:
he tank replacement project has been partially completed with the building dried
in and a temporary tank was placed inside for the winter. Heaters were installed
and the building is now heated. Completion will occur this May when gravel can
be bought up and compacted for the tank placements, and permanent plumbing
can be installed. Purchased new Radio transmitter and receiver to replace failed
units (The receiver has been repaired on 3 other occasions). Water hauling is
currently being reduced as wells production has increased.

Tom Peterson

attached: Operation Graphs
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